From: Stewart, Linda  
Sent: 13 March 2018 11:45  
To: Austin, Darren <Darren.Austin@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk>  
Cc:  
Subject: FW: Framework contracts  

Darren  
See response from DCMS GDPR Helpline on the frameworks. As we surmised, it’s apparently our responsibility. Could you check that I go the questions right and thus the answers make sense? Thanks  
Linda

From: Implementation Team Mailbox  
Sent: 09 March 2018 12:21  
To: Stewart, Linda <Linda.Stewart@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk>  
Subject: Re: Framework contracts  

Hello Linda  

In answer to both questions.
The CCS frameworks provide a guidance, but not necessarily meet the needs or expectation of particular contracts. In every case each department / ALB must ensure appropriately trained staff review a contract to ensure it is compliant.

Happy to discuss

Best regards

On 8 March 2018 at 14:38, Stewart, Linda <Linda.Stewart@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk> wrote:

Hello,

2 questions from our procurement team (who really liked the CCS PPN).

1 With existing call-off contracts from the CCS frameworks, are CCS dealing with the new arrangements for GDPR, or should departments include framework contracts in their own GDPR exercise?

2 Can departments assume that any new call off contracts from the frameworks post May will have been updated by CCS to be GDPR compliant?

Many Thanks

Linda

Linda Stewart
Data Protection Officer

The National Archives, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 4DU

Telephone: +44 (0) 20 8392 2537
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